where S=P S Q S and P is left inverse, right adjoint to 0^ (see [3, p. 55] ). One shows that for the opfibration P 8 , the Kan extension 2P# is given by "integration (i.e., colimit) along the fibres" and then that S5= (LP 8 )X P . In the 2-category case, 2-functors and quasi-natural transformations are the objects and morphisms of a 2-category Fun(j/, £8) which is the internal horn object for a nonsymmetrical, monoidal closed structure on 2-«W, denoted by 2 and we can ask for a left quasi-adjoint T, Q S to *S* in some suitable sense of quasi-adjointness. (The case ^=1 yields quasi-colimits.) In this paper we describe how to modify each step in the procedure described above to fit the situation of 2-categories. It will be seen that when S is a suitable kind of quasi-opfibration, one obtains an ordinary ^/-enriched adjoint (=^/-adjoint). This includes the case of quasi-limits. However, in general one gets a strict quasi-adjoint. This notion forces itself upon one when one studies 2-féW® seriously, since it arises in many different contexts. (In particular, the comprehension scheme in [4] is a strict quasi-adjoint, as are all the constructions mentioned in this paper.) Detailed proofs will be published in [6]. In [5] it is asserted, and it will be proved elsewhere, that this result holds for strongly representable (resp., corepresentable) 2-categories. These are essentially 2-categories which are complete (resp., cocomplete) in the sense of closed categories.
We list here a number of examples of Cartesian quasi-limits and colimits in féW. These examples serve to define the corresponding concepts in other 2-categories.
(i) si=2 (the category with two objects and a single nonidentity morphism). /f:2->^W looks like a functor f:A->B between small categories and QH=(f 9 B) 9 the universal opfibration associated tof, while QH=(A 9 f) 9 the universal cofibration associated to/(see [3, §5] If the possibilities are extended by allowing nonfull subcategories of Fun(j/, &) determined by imposing conditions on the 2-cells <p f for certain ƒ 's, then ^W still admits such quasi-limits and colimits. As particular examples, one obtains comma categories [3] and subequalizers (Lambek [9] ) as well as the result that the closure of SfttA c <gW under such quasi-colimits is all of féW.
The main result about Q needed for quasi-Kan extensions is the following. THEOREM 
Ô: J2-^/ @ ,«£T] 0 ->«<F is a l-ffa/^-functor which is the left 2-féW^-adjoint to N.
Here iVis the functor in the other direction which is the name functor; e.g., on an object lef, N(X)=X:l-**3£, etc., and s means small. The main (and considerable) difficulty is to show that 6 is defined here. The claim in [4, §9], about E tf 5 is incorrect and the adjunction is in the sense stated here. Part of the reason for the failure of Ê Ö S to be a féW-adjoint in general is that P is transversal to the fibres in [S 9 âiï] which has the effect that H Q S applied to a quasi-natural transformation yields a ^/-natural transformation. An example of S ö 5 is given in [4] . Others will be given elsewhere in the subject of 2-theories.
